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Digital Photography: Expert TechniquesO'Reilly, 2006
Ready to take digital imaging to the professional level? This advanced strategy book offers expert advice to help you become more competent in your work routine, but it is not your ordinary  workflow book.    Through step-by-step procedures based on hard-nosed experience, professional photographer Ken Milburn covers much more...
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Graphics Tablet SolutionsPremier Press, 2001
Containing 320 pages of vivid, full-color examples, "Graphic Tablet Solutions" is the first book to address graphics tablets, bringing new freedom to its users through the book's simple format and comprehensive topics. This book teaches users to choose, install, customize and optimize the hardware for their design needs. It covers how to...
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java(TM).rmi: The Remote Method Invocation GuideAddison Wesley, 2001
Before the Java language was available, distributed systems engineering was greatly concerned with the problem of heterogeneity—the differences between CPUs, OSes, languages, and data formats. The challenge was to create architectureneutral formats and protocols which could be adapted to any architecture without burdening the programmer. RPC...
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Developing Java Web Services: Architecting and Developing Secure Web Services Using JavaJohn Wiley & Sons, 2002
"I commend this book to you as your springboard to the future of how to make the Net work."
    -from the Foreword by Simon Phipps, Chief Technology Evangelist, Sun Microsystems, Inc.
    
    This hands-on developer's guide to Web services prepares you for the next level of distributed computing. The authors clearly show...
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Performance Analysis of Queuing and Computer NetworksCRC Press, 2008
Performance Analysis of Queuing and Computer Networks develops simple models and analytical methods from first principles to evaluate performance metrics of various configurations of computer systems and networks. It presents many concepts and results of probability theory and stochastic processes.
After an introduction to...
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Probability and Schrodinger's MechanicsWorld Scientific Publishing, 2003

	The presentation and interpretation of (non-relativistic) quantum mechanics is a very well-worked area of study; there have to be very good reasons for adding to the literature on this subject.

	

	My reasons are (obviously) that I am far from satisfied with much of the published work and find difficulties with some points, in...
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Perfect Phrases for Writing Job DescriptionsMcGraw-Hill, 2009

	THE RIGHT PHRASE FOR THE RIGHT SITUATION—EVERY TIME


	Perfect Phrases for Writing Job Descriptions helps you craft job descriptions that attract the best talent and accurately convey job responsibilities. And after you find that ideal candidate, this valuable resource will assist you with performance reviews, goal...
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Light It, Shoot It, Retouch It: Learn Step by Step How to Go from Empty Studio to Finished Image (Voices That Matter)Peachpit Press, 2011

	FOR THE FIRST TIME EVER, YOU’LL LEARN ALL THREE ASPECTS OF WHAT IT TAKES TO CREATE STUNNING PORTRAITS

	(HINT: IT’S NOT JUST THE LIGHTING)


	Scott Kelby, the world’s #1 best-selling author of photography books, Editor-in-Chief and Publisher of Photoshop User...
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Hands-On Oracle Application Express Security: Building Secure Apex ApplicationsJohn Wiley & Sons, 2013

	AT RECX we’ve been involved in the world of IT Security for more than a decade. We were

	involved in some of the fi rst penetration tests performed in the UK, where large organizations and

	government departments allowed ethical hackers into their networks to determine the risk they

	faced from what are now known as cyber attacks....
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C++ 2013 for C# DevelopersApress, 2014

	C++/CLI was originally envisioned as a high-level assembler for the .NET runtime, much like C is often considered a high-level assembler for native code generation. That original vision even included the ability to directly mix IL with C++ code, mostly eliminating the need for the IL assembler ilasm.

	

	As the design of C++/CLI...
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Learning iOS ForensicsPackt Publishing, 2015

	A practical hands-on guide to acquire and analyze iOS devices with the latest forensic techniques and tools


	About This Book

	
		Perform logical, physical, and file system acquisition along with jailbreaking the device
	
		Get acquainted with various case studies on different forensic toolkits...
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Effective JavaWebMD Professional Publishing, 2018

	
		The Definitive Guide to Java Platform Best Practices–Updated for Java 7, 8, and 9

	
		 

	
		Java has changed dramatically since the previous edition of Effective Java was published shortly after the release of Java 6. This Jolt...
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